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08.00-09.00  Registration, collection of Conference packs, identification badges – Welcome Coffee/Tea 

 

09.00-09.10  Opening address by Spyros Polemis, Congress Chairman  

 

09:10-09:25 Keynote Speaker,  Thimios Mitropoulos, Ex- Secretary General, IMO 

 

09.25- 10.55  SESSION 1 – Enhancing Cooperation and Sharing Responsibility  

 

09:25-09:35 Jim Davis, Chairman, International Maritime Industries Forum (IMIF) 

“Sharing responsibility for our mutual benefit” Enhancing cooperation between Charterers and Owners, 

since every charter is in a sense a joint venture and both entities are working closely together, for their mutual 

benefit. 

 

09:35-09:45 Dirk Fry, President, Columbia Shipmanagement  

“The PPC – Prompt Payment Code Philosophy”  Prompt payment is critical to the cash flow of every 

business, and especially to smaller businesses within the industry.  It is not however just the timeliness of 

payment, but rather the certainty of getting paid that is really important, and enables businesses to plan both 

for their short as well as their longer term obligations.  The Prompt Payment Code is about encouraging and 

prompting best practice between organisations and their counterparties.   

 

09:45-09:55 Alexandros Tourkolias, General Manger, National Bank of Greece 

“Quality ships from the mortgagee’s perspective”  

The need for Charterers to pay a fair rate, and not the lowest possible rate, presumably not below operating 

cost, since the assumption is that from the vessels offered to them, the ones that Charterers accept, are quality 

vessels with a quality operation, and it is thus to the Charterers advantage that such shipping companies can 

continue to provide quality service on quality ships.   This is also of great interest to the Banks. 

 

09:55-10:05 George Gourdomichalis, Chairman, G. Bros Maritime 

“Charter parties – structured to serve both parties”  

Respect for the Charter Party, and the need for the terms to be fair to both parties.  It is important that there is 

no bias either way, there is no ambiguity, no term that gives an advantage to either party.  The contract 

should provide for  a cooperative effort to execute the voyage without disputes 

 

10:05-10:55 Panel discussion 

10:55-11:15 Coffee break 
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11:15-13:00 SESSION 2 – Code of Ethics, Our word, our bond 

 

11:15-11:25 Quentin Soanes, Chairman, The Baltic Exchange 

“The Baltic Motto: Our word, our bond” 

To discuss the importance of the Baltic Motto, “our word, our bond”, without which shipping cannot 

function.  There should be no ambiguity whatsoever for this requirement, because the nature of the business 

is such that agreements are made on the telephone or by email, the parties are usually thousands of miles 

apart, and in many instances there is no time to have a signed contract in place prior to the commencement of 

a voyage  

 

11:25-11:35 Manolis Vordonis, ex-Managing Director, Thenamaris 

“Shipowners responsibilities towards Charterers”  

All quality shipping companies have a duty to provide first and foremost a seaworthy vessel, capable of 

performing, as described, with a quality crew onboard that are able to provide the service that the Charterer 

requires as indeed all other parties engaged in the voyage expect.  The master, the crew and the managers 

should cooperate with the charterers fully, so that all aspects of the voyage are executed as efficiently as 

possible. 

 

11:35-11:45 David Beard, Senior Director, Simpson Spencer Young (SSY) 

“Charterers responsibilities towards Shipowners” In any contract whether voyage or time charter, 

charterers and shipowners are in it together as partners in a venture, and there is a need to show respect for 

each other’s responsibilities and obligations, and thus charterers should treat shipowners as equals. 

 

11:45-11:55 Yasushi Nakamura, Executive Vice-President, Class NK 

“New Green Technology” We need to discuss in earnest, what constitutes New Green Technology, how do 

we cooperate between us in respect to that, how do we prioritise the various elements that have to be adopted, 

how will they affect the design of ships, and what would the cost benefit analysis reveal.  

 

11:55-13:00 Panel discussion 

 

13:00– 14.00 Light Lunch 

 

14.00-14.10 Opening remarks by Leonidas Polemis, Remi Maritime 

 

14:10-15:45 SESSION 3 – Representation of the Industry, Speaking with One Voice and the image of 

Shipping.  To expand on the need for the industry to have a unified and powerful voice. 

 

14:10-14:20 Peter Hinchliffe, Secretary General, International Chamber of Shipping (ICS) 

“The need for the Industry to speak with One Voice”  It has been discussed often that there is a need for 

the industry to speak with one voice.  The regulators expect it, but so do many sectors of the industry, 

because ultimately when the industry is united they can achieve better results for the common good. 

 

14:20-14:30 Graham Westgarth, Chairman, Intertanko 

“Representation of the Industry” -  There has been a continuous debate as to the representation of the 

industry and it is time to discuss in earnest how this can be achieved.  In the not too distant future a workable 

solution should be found which is satisfactory to all the different sectors, each of which is doing an admirable 

job for their particular niche market. 
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14:30-14:40 John Denholm, President, Bimco  

“The need for politicians to interact closely with the shipping industry”  All too often, Regulators 

prepare a White Paper or some other document concerning a new regulation, and they do this without a 

proper consultation with the International Shipping Industry.  It is so important that politicians discuss their 

thinking well before positions become entrenched.  The shipping representative’s expertise and input is vital 

from the very beginning.  

 

14:40-14:50 Philippe Donche-Gay, Bureau Veritas, Head of Marine & Offshore Division  

“Coping with regulations and Port State Control” – what owners and class can do, regarding the 

application of the rules in order to ensure a level playing field within the shipping industry, cooperate with 

owners at IMO so as to ensure agreement on sensible rules, and assist in developing programmes for 

preventing PSC detentions for quality shipping. 

 

15.00-15:45 Panel discussion 

 

15.45-16.00 Coffee break 

 

16.00-17.45 SESSION 4 – Quality Shipping 

 

16:00-16:10 Kirsi Tikka, President of ABS Europe 

 “Raising standards and awareness” Why it is important for the industry to embrace the conference title; 

“Enhancing cooperation and sharing responsibility”.  This would raise standards by raising awareness 

amongst industry stake holders, and how the actions of one affects  the other, and ultimately affects the 

quality of the ship and the quality of service. 

 

16:10-16:20 Michael Parker, Chairman, CMA CGM (UK) Holdings Ltd 

“Efficient designs through close cooperation between shipowners, shipyards and classification 

societies” There has to be a much closer cooperation between Shipowners, Shipyards and Classification 

Societies in the design of ships generally, but particularly, at this point in time in order to produce more 

efficient vessels best suited for the particular trade. 

 

16:20-16:30 Tom Boardley, Chairman, International Association of Classification Societies (IACS) 

“Regulations through consultations – Leading to a strong foundation for the future” Governments must 

liaise much more closely with Shipowners, Classifications Societies and Shipyards before new regulations 

are decided, or even before regulators proposals are finalized, so that there is an early input.  There is no 

objection to good regulation, but for that to happen, the consultation has to start before positions become 

entrenched. 

 

16:30-16:40 Ioannis Kourmatzis , COO, DNV Europe 

“Developing optimum vessels for the future through close cooperation between stakeholders”  How 

important it is to liaise with shipping companies early on, as to the type of ship required for any particular 

trade, so that shipyards can plan ahead  and be cost effective in providing a quality product.  Also from an 

environmental point view, it is necessary that all interested parties start with a clean sheet of paper, i.e. 

beginning with a design of new hull lines, so that the ships of the future are as efficient as today’s technology 

can produce. 

 

16:40-18:00 Panel discussion 

  

18.00-20.30 Official Reception  

 

 


